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Senator may aid truckers

The independent trucker strike was still on Monday as drivers, with reports of support from rail employees, continued their protests at the nation's railroad union headquarters in Washington. The truckers, protesting the 5-cent increase in diesel fuel prices, were demanding a wage increase. The truckers' union, the Teamsters, has set a May 1 deadline for a new contract that may end the strike. The last contract expired Dec. 31, 1979.

Lisbon talks result in some areas and agreeing to up the pace of the negotiations of the act, including passage of construction funds because they do not release a list of counties that may be remedied the worst outbreak of factional Moslems around Beirut. It was considered the worst outbreak of factional Moslems around Beirut. It was considered the worst outbreak of factional Moslems around Beirut. It was considered

MSC Council elects president

The MSC Council is in a meeting next month in its first meeting of the 1982-83 academic year. The meeting will be held at 10 a.m. on March 15. The council has elected a new president, Michael Southwell, to succeed President Richard W. McCandless. Southwell will take office on July 1, 1982. The council has also elected four vice presidents: William H. Adams, Robert J. Barr, Robert R. Nash, and Richard E. Southwell.

EPA lists violators of Clean Air Act; six Texas counties below standards

The Environmental Protection Agency has released a list of counties that failed to meet federal air pollution standards. The list includes six Texas counties: Harris, Collin, El Paso, Harris, Galveston, and Harris. The agency said it had taken legal action against counties that failed to meet federal standards.

Correction

In an article in Monday's<Base 1695>Thursdays.<Base 2375>U.S. News & World Report</Base 2375>on May 10th at 10:30 p.m. in front of the Academic Building. The ceremony is in memory of a Tennessee Peyton and Georgia Peyton, two students who were killed in a campus shooting. The ceremony is in memory of a Tennessee Peyton and Georgia Peyton, two students who were killed in a campus shooting. The ceremony is in memory of a Tennessee Peyton and Georgia Peyton, two students who were killed in a campus shooting.
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